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IN THE SPECIFICATION

Replace the title with the following:

"IMAGE FORMING APPARATUS CAPABLE OF DELIVERING TAB SHEETS-

Pages 34-35, replace the paragraph spanrjing these pages with the following:

"In FIG. 2, reference numerals 601 K to 61 2 designate keys and LED indicators for

setting up functions for copying operation and system operation. The keys 601 K, 604. 607, 610

are function-switching keys for switching one function to another. These function-switching

keys are formed by a translucent key button, and contain an indicator lamp (not shown), such

as an LED, When an operating screen is selected by depressing one of the function-switching

keys, the lamp in the key is lighted. The lamps within the keys are controlled such that only a

lamp within a key corresponding to a selected operating screen is lighted, and the others are

extinguished.-

Page 35, replace the second full paragraph with the following:

"Further, the keys have respective red LEDs 602L, 605, 608, 61 1 provided on the left

sides thereof. The LEDs 602L, 605, 608, 61 1 indicate abnormal operating states of functions of

the associated keys by controlled lighting statuses thereof. For example, the LED 605 of the

key 604 for Copy B Is caused to flash upon occurrence of an abnormality, such as interruption

due to absence of sheets, or a sheet jam. In such a case, by depressing the function-switching

key 604 for Copy B to switch the operating section 4 to a screen for Copy B, the operating state

of the function of Copy B is displayed on the display panel 620, whereby detailed information of

the abnormal state can be checked.-

Page 36, replace the first full paragraph with the following:

-These function-switching keys can be depressed anytime. Irrespective of the operating

states of the functions, to switch the operating section 4 to a desired screen. In the present

embodiment, when switching between the function of Copy A and the function of Copy B is

allowed, the keys, such as the stop key 615, the start key 614, and the reset key 616, other than

the keys within the display panel 620 are operable for the function selected by the function-
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switching key 601 K or 604.~

Pages 41-42, replace the paragraph spanrrmg these pages with the following:

-An image is lormed on the upper surface of each tab sheet, i.e. a surface thereof

facing upward when the tab sheet bundle 69+701 is in the deck 28, and therefore the page

order is not changed. Further, the tab sheet bundle 701 is discharged onto the face-down tray

3, so that the page order is not changed, either. Therefore, when a normal tab sheet bundle is

used as the tab sheet bundle 701, the tab sheet bundle is discharged in the normal page order

as shown by a tab sheet bundle 702.-
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